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MANAGEMENT QUALITY POLICY
As a supplier of building envelope systems to the UK market, the Euroclad Group
of companies, which includes Euroclad Ltd, Category Cladding Ltd and Poultry
House Products Ltd, occupies a unique position in the supply chain. Many of its
competitors are a subsidiary of steel producing mills and as such are viewed as a
downstream activity promoting only the products of the steel mill owner. The
Euroclad Group, comprised of private companies, sits independently in the
supply chain and can offer impartial and best advice to the building specifier in
the choice of the construction materials used in the building envelope.
This position has allowed the businesses to forge key partnerships with installers
and main contractors alike who value the wide range of options Euroclad Group
are able to make available to them due to the freedom of procurement afforded
by their independence.
The collective benefits of its product range, technical support and reliability of
supply performance, have resulted in a positive reputation being established at
architect and designer-level within the market, ensuring the businesses are bestplaced to offer appropriate solutions at the early developmental stages of key
projects.
There is complete recognition throughout the businesses that appropriate quality
and supply performance is the only way to maintain the positive reputation built
to date. Regular Management Reviews ensure focus is maintained on all aspects
of the sales order process, manufacturing, quality and supply, whilst also
recognising the importance of being cost-effective and competitive in the
market.
Company-wide awareness of the importance of Quality is critical in providing the
market with functional, cost-effective, attractive products, supplied on time. The
Quality Manual sets out the Management System being followed in order to
maintain and enhance the performance and reputation built to date.
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